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A solid is bounded by two infinite paral!el plates and the whole system
is at a temperature TA  which is below the freezing point T,, of the substance.
At a certain instant, one of the plates, B, is raised to and maintained at a
tempera tu re  Tn which is above the freezing point T,,  while the other plate A
is m a i n t a i n e d  a t  t h e  o r i g i n a l  t e m p e r a t u r e  TA  such that T*c:Tf<Tn.  T h e
problem of finding the temperature distribution in the solid and the liquid
phases and the position of the interface between the two phases as functions
of time is solved by a method in which a solution of the heat conduction pro-
blem is constructed by the superpcsition of solutions such that all the initial,
asymptotic and boundary conditions of the problem are satisfied.

1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

A problem in heat conduction that involves a moving boundary, known as

Stefanís  problem, is typified by the following one. Consider the water in a wide

and very deep lake which is being frozen from above by the surface being in
contact with cold air. Let us assume that the temperature of the water at great

depths is constant and above the freezing point. As time goes on, the interface
between the ice and the water moves downward. The problem is to determine
the position and the rate of motion of the interface from the temperatures of
the (free) surface at the top and of the water at great depths, the melting point

above problem
terms of error
and which are
the asymptotic

and the heat of fusion of ice. In the case of infinite depth, the
has been solved by Neumannî), and the solution is expressed in
functions which are solutions of the equation of heat conduction
appropriate for the boundary condition at infinite distance and
condition for long times.

In recent years, many variations of the above problem with a moving bound-

ary have been studied by many authors c2) but it seems that almost all the studies,
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have been concerned with semi-infinite slabs. In many cases, the problem of
I

freezing has been solved by both exact and approximate methods.

Consider next the more realistic case, and hence of more practical value, in

which the thickness of the slab is finite.
For the following calculations, let us restate the problem as follows.

A substance is bounded by two infinite, fixed parallel plates A and B and

the whole system is originally at the same temperature TA which is below the
freezing point of the substance Tf. At a certain instant, the temperature of the
plate B is raised to, and henceforth maintained at, the value TB which is above
the freezing point Tf, while the plate A is maintained at the original tempera-
ture TA. Thus TA<T~<TB. The solid near the plate B begins to melt, and the
interface surface between the solid and the liquid phases of the substance moves

from B toward A and reaches a definite position between A and B when steady
state is reached. The rate of the motion of the interface and its position at any

.
time are determined by the temperatures TA, TB, T,, the heat conductivities of
the substance in the solid and the liquid phases, the heat of fusion of the sub-

stance and the separation distance between the two plates. The problem is to find
the temperature distribution in the substance at any time. This then yields the
rate of motion and the position of the interface at any time.

While the solution of this problem is completely determined by the basic
equation of heat conduction and involves no new principles, nevertheless, the
problem seems to have presented some difficulties such that no analytic solution
of this problem seems to have been given in the literature. Longwell (ë1  has recen-
tly given a graphical method for treating this problem. We shall refer the reader
to this work of Longwell  for references to the earlier literature on the subject
as well as for the graphical method itself. The purpose of the present work is
to describe an attempt to solve the problem by an analytic method. The method
described below applies also to the case of the freezing of a fluid between two
plates if TA>T~>TB.

For simplicity, we shall assume that the thermal conductivity of the solid is
a constant K1 independent of temperature, and similarly that of the liquid is a
constant Kz. We shall neglect the change in volume of the substance on melting

(or, we allow for the change in volume by a lateral expansion or contraction of
the liquid parallel to the plates and assume that this change is small). If the

change in volume in melting is taken into account and the plate A is allowed to

move to accom-date  this change, the problem becomes much more difficult and
the solution in the forms (4) and (5) below is no longer  valid. This problem is

3. p A. Longwel!,  AIChE Journal.  4,  53 (1958).
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being studied. We shall also neglect any heat transport through convection. The
problem becomes then a one-dimensional one, and the equation of heat conduc-
tion is

a= k/pC, (1)

where T=T(z,  t) denotes the temperature, t the time, and x the coordinate of a
point along a line perpendicular to the plates A and B, a is the thermal diffusi-
vity, k the thermal conductivity, $0 the mass density and C, the specific heat at
constant volume.

2. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM

For our present problem, let L be the distance between the two plates, x1
the distance of a point in the solid phase from the plate A (the outer boundary
of the solid phase), x2 the distance of a point in the liquid phase from the plate
A, and T1(xl, t), Tz(x,, t) the temperature at the points ~1, xz at time t.

It is convenient to employ dimensionless variables.
Let

Tj=(Tj--A)/(TB-T,4), j=l, 2

~f=(~f---TA)/mr-TA),

tj=Xj/L, j=l, 2

0 = alt/L2,

3=az/al,
r=Wk,,

The ranges of rj are Ej are as follows:

O,(rSrf, r@&l, ore,rx, X5Ez.51, (2)

where X is the position of the interface. 0 ranges from 0 to 00, and for a given

substance, rf lies between 0 and 1.

The conduction equation in the phase 1 and phase 2 is respectively

(3)

We shall construct a solution of a linear differential equation by superposing solu-
tions. Thus we shall choose for rl(E1,  8), rz(Ez, 8) the forms

r1 (?I, 0) =&El +b,
00

+ C & exp(-n2X20)  sin(n;r:,)fc,@ E1
n= 1 ( 129î2, (41
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+ Z fn exp(-9z*~2PB)  sin(nxE,) +C@
n=l

(&g-2))

where

( 5 )

( 6 )

and al, bl, cl, d,, as, bz, cz, fn are constants. The arguments of the sine functions

in (4) and (5) have been so chosen as to be compatible with the boundary condi-

tions (7)) (81, (12) and (17) below. The constants a,, bl..  . ., fn are to be deter-

mined such that the functions 71, TZ in (4) and (5) satisfy all the boundary, initial
and asymptotic conditions of the problem.

These conditions are

At B=O, sI(E1, 0)=0 for OQI<l, ( 7 )

rz(Ez,  O)=l at Fz=l. ( 8 )

As B-00, the system approaches the steady state. Let xb, be the distance, in
units of L as in (2)) of the interface from the plate A so that

rI(E1, m)=O at EI=O,

=rf at FI=X~.

T~(Ez,  -)=rf  a t  Ez=X,,

=l at E2=1,

(9)

(10)
(11)
(12)

and the continuity of heat flow across the interface leads to
dsl
dE1 !

-_7 drz =
dEz 0

51=xm 52=x,

At finite times 0, we have the boundary conditions

r,(;,,  0) =0 at <,=O,
=rf at [2=X,

(13)

72(t2,  O)=rf  at ;,=X,

=l at Ee=l,

where X is the distance, in units of L, of the interface from the plate
8.

(14)

(151

(16)

(171

A at time

The rate at which the interface moves is given by dX/dB which must have
the same value when calculated from either the liquid or the solid phase, i.e.,

dX =dX
d8 d0 j

from 7, from 7: (18)
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which is ensured by the conditions (15) and (16). If the latent heat of fusion is

Q and the density of the solid phase is /I~, then the rate at which heat is absorbed
for the melting of the solid of unit cross section is given by the equation of heat

balance

k aT,;
l 8x1 j

-k dTz
2 8x2

=,ol  QL c%
dt ’

x,=XL. x2=XL

or, in dimensionless units,

(19)

where

q=Q/Cvl(Tr-T/i).

The conditions in Equations (7) through (19) are to be satisfied by yl(Icl,  0)

and rz(Ez,  8) in (4) and (5).
From (7), we have, for OSr<l,

~=a~~~+b,+ g d,, sin(nxEl)+cl
n=l

(20)

From (9) and (14), we get

o=bl (21)
From (20), on multiplying by sin(mxE)dt  and integrating from E=O to E=l,

one gets

-[I-_(---1)"l cl } , n#O, (22)

which determines all the coefficient d,, in (4) in terms of al and cl.
A word may now be said concerning the choice of the error function and

the series in (4). The error function is used to give a better account of the

rapid rise of temperature rl near the plate (at r~) for small time 0 after 0=0.

The series then becomes necessary, for without it, (20) and (21) would have led

to ar=o,  c,=o.

From (13), (lo), and (11) one obtains, respectively,

al= raz,

rf = al-G,

rf=a2XW+bs.

From (8)) or (12))  or (17), we find the same relation

l=az+bz

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)
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From (25) and (26), we get

On collecting

a,(l-xm) =l---lf.

(21), (23)) (24))  (25))  and (27), we obtain

(27)

bl=O, (28)

al=Tf+T(l-Tf), (29)

az=a1/r=1--5f+5f/r, (2%)
&= rf/al, (30)
bz=q(l-l/r). (31)

The temperature distribution in the steady state is given, in each phase, by a
linear function in the coordinate f, namely,

Equations (29) and (30) give the position of the interface in the steady state in
terms of the temperatures rf of the interface and the conductivity ratio r=h&l.
The qualitative feature of this result about & can be seen in the special case in
which K, and Rz are the same. In this case, we obtain

xcQ=  rf

X~=L(Tí,-~ìA)/(TB-TA),

that is, the thicknesses of the solid and the liquid phases are in the ratio of the
temperature differences Tf- TA and TB- Tf. In this case the temperature gra-
dients on both sides of the interface in the steady state are the same. In the
general case K1#&, the gradients on the two sides of the interface are inversely
proportional to the conductivities as shown by (13).

We shall next proceed to determine the coefficients cl, cz and the 1; in (4)
and (5). The boundary conditions at the interface X are: (i), equations (15)
and (16) which ensure the equality of r1 and 72 to the melting point if at X,
and (ii), the condition (19a)  on the gradients of r1 and 53 at the interface. These
two conditions are independent and not redundant.

Let X be the position of the interface at time Bi (OStii<m).  Equations (15)
and (16) are

rf=al;Yi +c,@ -&
i ).28j'!2

+ C d, exp(--n22Bi)  SiIl(?ZrXi) (32)
%?= 1

f
l-Xirf=a2Xi+bZ+c2@  - -  -

12(8ei)lí2 + C fn exp(-Gzí,Mi)  sin(nzX) ( 3 3 )
?t=l
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Condition (i) is then

aexi + bz + c2@(&$,) + C fn exp(-?ZníZîpBi)  sin(lznXi)n=*

+ z d, eXp(-228i)  sin(nnXi) (34)
%=I

Condition (ii) can be expressed as follows. If (32),  (33) are written in the

form

then the rate of motion of the interface Xj is given by

dXi (aF/aei)  xi _ (aG/aei)  XC
JF-=-(aF/aXi)Y-  (aG/EJXi),i

If we denote

B(i)= z (nn)’  d,, exp(-_ë;ríei)  sin(nrXi),
?Z=l

G ( i ) =  c (n;r) d, exp(-Hn2~2~i)  cOS(~~X),
?Z=l

D,(i)  = (HT)~ eXp(-?Z27C288i)  Sill(?WXi),

E,(i)  =flrr  eXp(-%2X2/3Bi)  COS(fl~Xi)

Xi-cl~~l-B(i)
M(i) = -y&y& <C(i)

-c2g +2-p c Dn(i)fn
N(i) =

az-c277~2+lz &i)ffl
n

then (36) becomes

-$+f(j)  =N(j)
I

and the equation (19a) becomes, on using the relation (23))

c,$,+C(i)-r{-G&f a?1 Eî(i)_fî)=-_qM(d
-

This equation gives the condition for the slopes of the r1 and rz curves

interface Xi at time Bi. Equations (41) and (34) are linearly independent.

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

(39)

(40)

( 4 1 )

at the
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In all the preceding relations ë(32) - (41),  the coefficients cl, cz,  fr, fi,. . . .f,,,.  . . .
are yet undetermined. To determine them, the following procedure is suggested.
Equation (32))  which now reads, on account of (22),

rf =alX;: + Cl cli (2($jv?)

+ c 2
n=l  (nn) -i

C-1)”  al -Cl-  (-1)ìl  Cl}
(3224

can be regarded as a functional relation between xi and Bi for any given value
of cl, i.e., for any assumed value of cl, say, cl(l), one can obtain a Xi (1) vs. Bi (1)
curve. Let us take nz pairs of values {Xi(l), 6í;(l)}.  i=l, 2,. . . .m. On inserting
these m pairs of values in turn into (33))  one obtains m equations. Let us truncate
the series in fn at n=m-1. From this system of m equations, one obtains CZ, fi,
fi,. . . .fnrl. Let this set of coefficients (corresponding to cI=cl (1) assumed in

(32a)) be denoted by

Cl(l),  G(l), f-l(l),.  . . .fWl(l). (42)

If this set were the correct solution to the original problem, these values (42)

and the m pairs of values <xi(l),  6íi  (1)) would also satisfy (41). The method of
finding the solution is then to try other values cl=cl(s),  leading by (32a) to the

values {Xi  (s), oi (s)} and by (33) to

c1 (s), cz (s), fi (s) f. . . .fm-1 (s), (43)

until these values in (43) satisfy equation (41).

An alternative to the above procedure is as follows. Start with an assumed
value cl (1) for cl in (32a). Take m pairs of values {X(l), @i(l)}, i=l, 2,. . . .

m, corresponding to this value cl =cl (1). Substitute these m pairs in turn into

equations (33) and (41) (in the calculation of M(i) in (41), the assumed value
cl=cl(l)  is used, while the cl on the left hand side of (41) is regarded as an
unknown. (41) is then linear in cl,) thereby yielding 2m equations. On truncating

the series in fn at n=2m-2, these 2m equations can be regarded as a linear system
for the 2m coefficients

Cl, cz, fl, fit. . . .f2m-2. (44)

The value obtained for cl from these systems in general will not coincide with

the value cl=cl (1) assumed in (32a). To obtain the solution of the problem,
other sets of {Xi (s), 0; (s)} corresponding to cl=cl (s) in (32a) are tried until

the resulting cl in (44) obtained from (33) and (41) agrees with the value cl
assumed.

,.

ë..,
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Both procedures, essentially the same, described above can only be justified
from the point of view of ìfitting point-by-pointî or of ìself-consistency.”

In principle, either procedure can be expected to give the desired solution
only in the limit when the number m of points {Xi:, Bi} becomes infinite. It
certainly is not good for a small value of m, such as m=5. In practice, however,
one may obtain a good approximation to the solution by judiciously choosing a

finite number of pairs {Xi,_  Si} for well-spaced Xi between Xi=0 and Xi=Xm.

PLATE-A

1

PLATE-B

LIQUID PHASE

SOL ID PHASE

t-c,,  21)

0
0 0.1 0 . 2 0.3 0 . 4 0 .5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

t

Fig. 1.

We may now say a few words about the choice of the functions in the re-
presentation of rz (E, 0) in (5). The use of the error function cz@ alone would
have met the conditions (8)) (lo), (ll), (12))  (17). But from (34), it is seen

that, without the generality provided by the series in f-k, it is not possible to
satisfy the condition (34), nor the condition (41). On the other hand, with the
series in fn, it is not absolutely necessary to include the error function cz@ in (5).
It has been included in (5) since it alone would give a good approximation to
the ~2 behavior for Ez<l and small 0, thus leaving for the series in fn the main
burden of satisfying the boundary conditions at the interface.

That the method for solving the original melting problem is so roundabout is

understandable on the following consideration. For convenience let us refer to

the accompanying figure. For any given time Bi, the temperature distributions

rl (E), rz(E),  being given by a second order partial differential equation, have to be
solved subject to the boundary conditions at ?1-- 0, t2=1, and the conditions (34)

and (19a) at the interface X which is moving and which has yet to be found
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for a given time Bi. This moving boundary is,the cause of difficulty of obtaining,
in closed analytic form, the solution of the problem which consists of a conti-
nuous family of curves as indicated in the accompanying figure.

i


